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a b s t r a c t
This paper analyzes the problemofmaximizing the disconnectivity of undirected graphs by
deleting a subset of their nodes. We consider three metrics that measure the connectivity
of a graph: the number of connected components (which we attempt to maximize), the
largest component size (which we attempt to minimize), and the minimum cost required
to reconnect the graph after the nodes are deleted (which we attempt to maximize). We
formulate each problem as a mixed-integer program, and then study valid inequalities for
the first two connectivity objectives by examining intermediate dynamic programming
solutions to k-hole subgraphs. We randomly generate a set of test instances, on which we
demonstrate the computational efficacy of our approaches.
Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
Consider an undirected simple graph G(V, E) having node set V = {1, . . . , n}, and edge set E ⊆ {(i, j) : i, j are
distinct nodes in V}. We examine the problem of maximally disconnecting G by deleting a subset of no more than B < |V|
nodes (and all of their incident edges). Define a (maximal) connected component as a subgraph such that every pair of nodes
in the subgraph is connected by a path, and no path exists between a node outside the subgraph and a node belonging to
the subgraph. We consider the following network-connectivity metrics, which we apply to G after some subset of nodes
has been deleted from it: (i) the number of components in G, (ii) the largest component size in G, and (iii) the minimum
cost to reconnect the graph after node deletions, given a set of edge construction costs. We refer to these three problems as
MaxNum,MinMaxC, andMaxMinLR, respectively. If there exist alternative optima for these problems, we define an optimal
solution as one requiring the fewest node deletions.
Applications related to the problems that we study in this paper have been conducted in areas of telecommunication [1],
social network activities [2], homeland security [3], and epidemic control [4]. In particular, node-deletion problems have
significant relevance to analyzing the attack tolerance of complex networks [5], and of small-world networks [6], which
have received substantial attention in the past decade.
An intuitive approach to solving the problems we consider in this paper is to greedily delete a node having the largest
degree in the current graph along with its adjacent edges, and reiterate until B nodes have been deleted; see, e.g., [7,8].
However, this algorithm does not generally yield even a constant-factor polynomial-time approximation scheme. Fig. 1
depicts a MaxNum instance with B = 1, in which the greedy algorithm removes the gray node, resulting in one component
(excluding the deleted node). However, the optimal solution removes the black node, yielding four components. (Note that
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Fig. 1. Suboptimality of the greedy algorithm in MaxNum for B = 1.
Fig. 2. Suboptimality of the greedy algorithm in MinMaxC for B = 1.
by increasing the number of leaf nodes adjacent to the black node, and the number of non-leaf nodes adjacent to the gray
node, we can arbitrarily increase the optimality gap between the heuristic and optimal objective function values.) Fig. 2
depicts a MinMaxC instance with B = 1, where the greedy algorithm deletes the highest-degree node (colored gray),
leaving a largest component that has 16 nodes. However, the optimal solution deletes the black node, which results in a
smaller largest-component size of five; again, this optimality gap can be made arbitrarily large by suitably expanding the
graph. We refer to [9–12] for simulation- and heuristic-based methodologies for solving network disconnection problem
variants.
By contrast, we explore an exact optimization algorithm for these problems in this paper. Our central approach for these
problems is inspired by bilevel optimization techniques used in network interdiction models; see, e.g., [13,3,14–19]. Of
particular relevance to our study, Akgun [20] analyzes an interdiction algorithm that minimizes the maximum pairwise
sums of flows from K node groups on an undirected graph G(N, A) having capacitated edges. In their problem, a set of K
disjoint node groups exists with N ′1 ∪ · · · ∪N ′K ⊆ N , and the maximum flow objective is given by
K−1
i=1
K
j=i+1 δij, where δij
is the maximum flow possible from nodes in N ′i to nodes in N
′
j . Their approach employs multi-commodity flow interdiction
analysis to solve a min–max bilevel programming problem.
Most node deletion problems are NP -complete on general graphs; see, e.g., [9,10,21,22]. Due to Theorem 1 in [23],
MinMaxC is NP -hard in the strong sense. We show in this paper that both MaxNum and MaxMinLR are strongly NP -
hard as well. However, MaxNum and MinMaxC become easier when restricted to certain special graph types. For instance,
Shen and Smith [24] propose polynomial-time dynamic programming (DP) algorithms for solving MaxNum and MinMaxC
on trees and series–parallel graphs. Moreover, by defining a hole of a graph as a set of nodes v1, . . . , vm such that an edge
exists between vi and vj (i < j) if and only if i = j − 1 or i = 1 and j = m, they extend the discussion to a so-called
k-hole graph, which is a connected graph that contains exactly k holes; see, e.g., [25]. Given a k-hole graph, they develop DP
algorithms with complexities of O(n3+k) and O(n3+k log n) for optimally solving MaxNum and MinMaxC, respectively.
In this paper, we formulate MaxNum, MinMaxC, and MaxMinLR on general graphs as two-stage network interdiction
models. We then transform each model into an integrated mixed integer program (MIP). For MaxNum and MinMaxC, we
employ results in [24], and derive a class of valid inequalities designed to improve the solvability of our MIPs, based on
polynomial-time DP solutions of subgraphs derived from G.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We begin by formulating MIP models for MaxNum, MinMaxC, and
MaxMinLR in Section 2. In Section 3, we demonstrate how to utilize a DP approach for solving MaxNum and MinMaxC on
k-hole subgraphs of G to obtain objective bounds and valid inequalities for the corresponding MIP models. We examine the
computational performance of our approach in Section 4, and conclude the paper in Section 5with future research directions.
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2. Complexity analysis and MIP formulations
In this section, we formulate the three node deletion problems as bilevel min–max (or max–min) programs, and prove
that each is strongly NP -hard. We then demonstrate how to obtain an integrated MIP model for each node deletion
problem.
2.1. MaxNum
We begin by considering MaxNum, which maximizes the number of components after deleting a subset of nodes. We
first show that this problem isNP -hard in the strong sense.
Denote as MaxNum the decision version of MaxNum, which seeks to delete a subset of no more than B nodes, such that
the number of components in G is at least some given integer target value T .
Theorem 1. MaxNum isNP -complete in the strong sense.
Proof. MaxNum clearly belongs to NP : given a subset of (no more than B) nodes that have been deleted from G, we
eliminate all of their incident edges. We then compute the number of components in this remaining graph using a
polynomial-time search algorithm [26], and check whether the number of components is at least T .
Next,we show thatMaxNum isNP -complete byusing a transformation from Independent Set (IS) [27] stated as follows:
given a graph GI(V I , E I), does there exist a subset S ⊆ V I having k nodes, such that no pair of nodes in S is adjacent?
We transform an IS instance into a MaxNum instance with exactly the same graph GI(V I , E I). Let node deletion budget
B = |V I | − k, and the target T = k.
Suppose that the IS instance has a solution S with |S| = k. We construct a solution to MaxNum by deleting all nodes in
V I \ S. Because S is an independent set, no edge exists between any pair of nodes in S, and thus no edges remain when all
nodes in V I \ S are deleted. Each remaining node is a singleton component, and thus there are k components in GI .
Now suppose that the IS instance has no solution. For any set of nodes Q ⊆ V I with |Q | ≤ B that we delete (along with
their incident edges), there exists at least one edge in the remaining graph (or else V I \ Q is a feasible solution to IS). The
total number of components is then at most k− 1 < T .
Because IS is NP -complete in the strong sense, and we have used only polynomially-bounded numerical data in our
transformation, we have shown that MaxNum isNP -complete in the strong sense as well. 
Remark 1. Note that an alternative version of MaxNum, which retains all deleted nodes as isolated components in the
remaining graph, is also strongly NP -hard. We can modify Theorem 1 for this case by using the same transformation,
keeping B = |V I | − k, and setting T = |V I |. 
Now, to formulate MaxNum as an MIP, define binary variables xi, ∀i ∈ V , such that xi = 1 if node i is not deleted, and
xi = 0 otherwise. Also, define yij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(i, j) ∈ E , such that yij = 0 if edge (i, j) ∈ E is deleted (due to the deletions of
nodes i, j, or both), and yij = 1 otherwise. Note that yij = xixj, i.e., an edge is not deleted if and only if both of its incident
nodes are not deleted. Let η(x, y) be the number of components remaining in G given a deletion solution (x, y). We give
MaxNum as
max η(x, y)− 1
n

i∈V
(1− xi) (1a)
s.t.

i∈V
(1− xi) ≤ B (1b)
xi + xj − 1 ≤ yij, yij ≤ xi, yij ≤ xj ∀(i, j) ∈ E (1c)
xi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ V (1d)
0 ≤ yij ≤ 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ E . (1e)
In the objective (1a), we introduce a penalty term−1/ni∈V(1− xi) such that if there exists more than one solution that
maximizes the number of components, a solution having the fewest deleted nodes is chosen as an optimal solution. (Note
that 0 < 1/n

i∈V(1 − xi) ≤ 1 for any solution values of x, and that the function η(x, y) takes only integer values. Hence,
the introduction of this penalty term will not generate suboptimal solutions.) Constraint (1b) limits the number of deleted
nodes to be nomore than B, and constraints (1c) force yij = 1 if xi = xj = 1, for all (i, j) ∈ E . Otherwise, if xi = 0 or xj = 0, yij
will take on a value of 0.
We next formulate the problem of calculating η(x, y) using an MIP model on an auxiliary network, and show that the
linear programming (LP) relaxation of this formulation yields a convex hull representation of the problem, given that all
y-values are binary-valued.
Let G(V ∪ {0}, A) denote a transformed directed network, where node 0 will act as a dummy source node, and
set A consists of two directed arcs (i, j) and (j, i) for all edges (i, j) ∈ E not disrupted by a deleted node, i.e., A :=
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Fig. 3. Example solution to (2).
(i,j)∈E :yij=1 {(i, j)} ∪ {(j, i)}. Define V = {i ∈ V : xi = 1} as the set of active nodes. Our approach requires that a path
must exist inG from node 0 to each active node i in V . LetA∗ be a minimum-cardinality set of arcs that can be constructed
between node 0 and every node in V , such that by using arcs in A ∪A∗, there exists a path from node 0 to i,∀i ∈ V . Then
the number of components in graphG equals |A∗|.
Define FS(i) = {j : (i, j) ∈ A} as the set of nodes adjacent from node i, and RS(i) = {j : (j, i) ∈ A} ∪ {0} as the set of
nodes adjacent to node i, ∀i ∈ V . Also, FS(0) = V and RS(0) = ∅. We define binary variables zi for all i ∈ V , such that
zi = 1 if we construct arc (0, i) (i.e., if we will use (0, i) in a path from 0 to some node in V), and zi = 0 otherwise. The goal
is to minimize the number of arcs (0, i) constructed over all i ∈ V , subject to the restriction that at least one path can be
routed from node 0 to every active node k ∈ V . We associate a different commodity with each node pair (0, k),∀k ∈ V ,
and define fijk as the multi-commodity flow variable on arc (i, j) ∈ A that routes a path from node 0 to node k ∈ V . The
MaxNum subproblem is given by
η(x, y) = min

i∈V
zi (2a)
s.t.

j∈FS(i)
fijk −

j∈RS(i)
fjik = aixk ∀i ∈ {0} ∪ V, k ∈ V, i ≠ k (2b)
f0jk ≤ zj ∀j, k ∈ V (2c)
fijk ≤ yij ∀(i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ V (2d)
zi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ V (2e)
fijk ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ V. (2f)
Constraints (2b) are multi-commodity flow balance constraints, in which we define parameters a0 = 1 and ai = 0,∀i ∈ V ,
i.e., there exists one unit of flow originating at node 0 and terminating at node k, for each k ∈ V . Note that constraints (2b)
do not require any flow to reach node k ∈ V if it is not active (i.e., if xk = 0, then fijk = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ A, and f0ik = 0, ∀i ∈ V ,
is feasible). Constraints (2c) indicate that no flow is permitted on arc (0, j), ∀j ∈ V , if the arc is not constructed, and
constraints (2d) prevent flow on arc (i, j) ∈ A if it is deleted (where yij ≡ yji, ∀(i, j) ∈ A). Constraints (2e) and (2f)
require z to be binary, and f to be nonnegative, respectively. Formulation (2) can be extended for solving the case where
deleted nodes are considered as singleton components, by simply changing the right-hand sides (RHS) of constraints (2b)
to ai,∀i ∈ {0} ∪ V .
We illustrate a feasible solution in Fig. 3 in which three components remain in G after some other nodes (not shown)
have been deleted. In this graph, only edges (1, 2), (2, 3), and (4, 5) remain after node deletion. An optimal solution to (2)
constructs potential arcs (0, 1), (0, 4), and (0, 6), and results in 6-commodity flows illustrated alongside the dashed arrows.
All other f -values are zero. The three arcs constructed correspond to the number of components.
Next, we show that solving (2) is equivalent to solving its LP relaxation.
Proposition 1. Let P be the feasible region of the LP relaxation of (2) (in which constraints (2e) are eliminated). Given binary x
and y-values, a subproblem solution (f , z) with a fractional z- or f -value is not an extreme point of P.
Proof. We first show that any solution (f¯ , z¯) ∈ P with 0 < z¯i < 1 for some i ∈ V can be represented as a strict convex
combination of two distinct points (f¯ 1, z¯1) and (f¯ 2, z¯2) in P , and thus is not an extreme-point solution. Define sets I+ and
I0 such that j ∈ I+ if the (j, k)th constraints of (2c) are not binding for all k ∈ V , and j ∈ I0 if at least one such constraint is
binding for some k. First, suppose that i ∈ I+, and let ϵi = mink∈V z¯i − f¯0ik. We set f¯ 1 = f¯ 2 = f and z¯1 = z¯2 = z, with
the exception of setting z¯1i = z¯i + ϵi and z¯2i = z¯i − ϵi. Noting that ϵi > 0 because z¯i > f¯0ik, ∀k ∈ V , solutions (f¯ 1, z¯1) and
(f¯ 2, z¯2) are feasible and distinct. Thus, (f¯ , z¯) = 1/2(f¯ 1, z¯1)+ 1/2(f¯ 2, z¯2) cannot be an extreme point in this case.
Now, suppose that i ∈ I0, and denote Ci as the component to which node i belongs. Define ϵ′ = minj∈Ci, k∈V
f¯0jk : f¯0jk > 0

, i.e., ϵ′ is the smallest possible positive flow that traverses any arc (0, j), over all j ∈ Ci. Note that 0 <
ϵ′ ≤ z¯j, ∀j ∈ Ci, where the second inequality holds due to (2c).
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Next, we design the values of (f¯ 1, z¯1) and (f¯ 2, z¯2) as follows. First, defineK+i = {k ∈ V : f¯0ik > 0}. (Note thatK+i ≠ ∅,
because i ∈ I0.) Let z¯1i = z¯i − ϵ′, and f¯ 10ik = f¯0ik − ϵ′, ∀k ∈ K+i . Consider any k ∈ K+i , and note that because f¯0ik < 1, there
exists at least one node l ∈ Ci (l ≠ i) such that f¯0lk > 0. Let f¯ 10lk = f¯0lk + ϵ′ and z¯1l = z¯l + ϵ′. Also, denote Puvk as the set of all
arcs in some path from u to v, using only arcs (i, j) in A for which f¯ijk > 0. We set f¯ 1abk = f¯abk − ϵ′ for all arcs (a, b) ∈ P ikk,
and set f¯ 1cdk = f¯cdk + ϵ′ for all arcs (c, d) ∈ P lkk. Repeat the foregoing procedure for all nodes k in I0, compensating for the
lack of flow to node k via node i by increasing flow to node k via node l, and set all other elements of (f¯ 1, z¯1) equal to their
corresponding values in (f¯ , z¯).
These operations clearly retain feasibility to the flow balance constraints (2b) without violating bound restrictions (2d)
and (2f). Constraints (2c) are satisfied by decreasing z¯1i at the same rate as f¯
1
0ik, and increasing z¯
1
l at the same rate as
f¯ 10lk, ∀k ∈ K+i .
To design solution (f¯ 2, z¯2), we reverse the perturbation from (f¯ , z¯) to (f¯ 1, z¯1), thus setting (f¯ 2, z¯2) = (f¯ , z¯) +
(f¯ , z¯)− (f¯ 1, z¯1). (The arguments to verify the feasibility of (f¯ 2, z¯2) are the same as above.) Solutions (f¯ 1, z¯1) and (f¯ 2, z¯2)
are again distinct because ϵ′ > 0. Note that (f¯ , z¯) = 1/2(f¯ 1, z¯1)+ 1/2(f¯ 2, z¯2), which is a strict convex combination of two
distinct feasible points in P . Thus, we conclude that all extreme points to P have binary z-values.
Finally, if z is a binary vector, then the subproblem decomposes into |V| separable path flow problems in terms of the
f -variables, and thus f must also be binary-valued in any extreme point solution. This completes the proof. 
According to Proposition 1, we reformulate subproblem (2) by replacing (2e) with zi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ V , where the upper
bounds zi ≤ 1 are unnecessary noting that no z-value exceeds 1 in any optimal solution. Let πik,−α0ik, and −αijk be dual
variables associated with (2b)–(2d), respectively. The dual of formulation (2) is given by
η(x, y) = max

k∈V
xkπ0k −

(i,j)∈A

k∈V
yijαijk (3a)
s.t. (π0k − πik)− α0ik ≤ 0 ∀i, k ∈ V, i ≠ k (3b)
(πik − πjk)− αijk ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ V (3c)
k∈V
α0ik ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ V (3d)
α0ik ≥ 0, ∀i, k ∈ V; αijk ≥ 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ V;
πkk = 0, ∀k ∈ V, (3e)
where (3b)–(3d) are dual constraints respectively associated with primal variables f0ik, fijk, and zi. By replacing η(x, y)
with (3a) in formulation (1), we obtain a bilinear mixed-integer program with nonlinear terms of xkπ0k and yijαijk existing
in the objective function. Observe that one optimal solution to (3) is obtained by letting πik = zk,∀k ∈ V, i ∈ {0} ∪ V, i ≠
k, α0kk = zk, ∀k ∈ V , and all other π- and α-variables equal to zero. (This solution is feasible to (3) and has the same
objective function value as that to the primal, and hencemust be optimal.) It is therefore permissible to restrict our attention
to solutions in which all π- and α-values belong to the interval [0, 1].
Because all x- and y-variables are binary-valued, by letting β0k ≡ xkπ0k and γijk ≡ yijαijk, we linearize these bilinear
terms using the following inequalities:
β0k ≤ xk, β0k ≤ π0k ∀k ∈ V (4a)
γijk ≥ yij + αijk − 1, γijk ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ V, (4b)
where we omit constraints β0k ≥ 0, β0k ≥ xk + π0k − 1, γijk ≤ yij, and γijk ≤ αijk because they will not be violated by any
optimal solution. The integrated MaxNum formulation is then given by
MaxNum: max

k∈V
β0k −

(i,j)∈A

k∈V
γijk − 1n

i∈V
(1− xi) (5)
s.t. (1b)–(1e), (3b)–(3e), (4a)–(4b).
2.2. MinMaxC
Our next objective is to minimize the largest component size in the graph after node deletions. The MinMaxC objective
function is similar to the one for MaxNum:
min

η′(y)+ 1
n

i∈V
(1− xi) : (1b)–(1e)

, (6)
where η′(y) represents the largest component size given y. (Note that we can equivalently consider η′(y) as the largest
component size in G including all deleted nodes, because each deleted node is a singleton component. These cardinality-1
components do not increase the objective function value unless B ≥ |V| and the problem is trivial.)
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Fig. 4. Example solution to (7).
Define variables σik ∈ {0, 1} such that σik = 1 if nodes i and k belong to the same component, and σik = 0 otherwise.
(In particular, σkk = 1, ∀k ∈ V .) Letting λ = η′(y) be a variable that represents the largest component size, we give an
integrated MIP formulation as
MinMaxC: min λ+ 1
n

i∈V
(1− xi) (7a)
s.t. (1b)–(1e)
σkk = 1 ∀k ∈ V (7b)
σjk − σik ≥ yij − 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ V (7c)
λ ≥

i∈V
σik ∀k ∈ V (7d)
σik ≥ 0 ∀i, k ∈ V. (7e)
Constraints (7d) indicate that λ ≥ maxk∈V

i∈V σik

, where

i∈V σik calculates the cardinality of the component to which
node k belongs, ∀k ∈ V . At optimality, λ takes on its minimum feasible value, and thus equals maxk∈V

i∈V σik

. Next, we
establish the following proposition to show that other constraints in (7) guarantee feasible and binary σ -values as defined.
Proposition 2. Given binary y-values, there exists an optimal solution to (7) in which σik = 1 if and only if node i and node k
belong to the same component, and σik = 0 otherwise.
Proof. In constraints (7b), we impose σkk = 1, ∀k ∈ V . Constraints (7c) state that when i = k, we have that σjk − σkk ≥
ykj− 1, ∀(k, j) ∈ A, and thus enforce all σjk-values to equal 1 if an edge exists between nodes j and k (i.e., ykj = 1). We next
show that these constraints propagate through the component and force σik = 1 for all nodes i that are connected to node
k. Suppose that node i1 is connected to node k by some path i1− i2− · · ·− ip− k. Because ip is adjacent to k, σipk = 1 by the
argument above. By induction, suppose σit k = 1 for some 1 < t ≤ p. The constraint σit−1k − σit k ≥ yit−1 it − 1 then forces
σit−1k = 1 because yit−1 it = 1. Repeating this argument guarantees that σi1k = 1.
Next, observe that for nodes l ∈ V that are not connected to k, it is feasible to set σlk = 0. Noting (7d), theremust exist an
optimal solution in which all σ -values take on their smallest values allowed by (7c) and (7e), and therefore, σij either takes
on a value of 0 or 1. 
Remark 2. Wecan also prove that Proposition 2 is valid by formulating a similar network designmodel to the one presented
for theMaxNum case. In theMinMaxC case, this network flowproblemwould once again establish a set of potential arcs that
could emanate from a dummy node, butwith the restriction that only one potential arc can be built at optimality. Each of the
original nodes i ∈ V has a maximum demand of xi, and the objective of the model is to send as much flow across a potential
arc as possible subject to the restriction that no node receives more flow than its demand. This problem is equivalent to
identifying the maximum component size in the graph. To guarantee the integrality of the network design problem, we
can then apply the Special Structured Reformulation–Linearization Technique of [28] to ensure that all extreme points have
integer-valued variables. One can then apply a series of model substitutions and simplifications to obtain (7), which would
equivalently establish the claim in Proposition 2. 
We illustrate an optimal solution to problem (7) in Fig. 4, in which λ is computed as the maximum of

i∈V σik, ∀k =
1, . . . , 6, given by

i∈V σi1 =

i∈V σi2 =

i∈V σi3 = 3.
2.3. MaxMinLR
The last connectivity metric that we consider regards the minimum link construction cost for reconnecting a network.
Our motivation for considering this problem is that it represents the case in which a two-stage Stackelberg game is played
between an interdicting agent and some network operator. The network operator will reconnect all surviving nodes after
an attack at minimum cost, while the interdictor’s goal is to maximize the minimum cost that the operator incurs. LetE be
the set of edges that can be built to reconnect the graph after edge deletions, and cij be the link construction cost associated
with edge (i, j), ∀(i, j) ∈ E .
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Webegin by showing thatMaxNum is a special case ofMaxMinLR. Note that anyMaxMinLR instance inwhichE = E , and
cij = 1, ∀(i, j) ∈ E , is identical to aMaxNum instance on the same graph: the number of components in an optimalMaxNum
solution is one fewer than the number of edges required to reconnect the graph. (This observation is true regardless of
whether we treat deleted nodes as entities that need to be reconnected in the MaxMinLR problem.) Thus, because MaxNum
is a special case of MaxMinLR, and MaxNum is strongly NP -hard, then MaxMinLR is also strongly NP -hard. By contrast
to MaxNum and MinMaxC, Theorem 2 shows that when deleted nodes do not need to be reconnected, MaxMinLR remains
hard even when G is a tree.
Theorem 2. MaxMinLR (without reconnecting deleted nodes) is stronglyNP -hard, even if cij is binary-valued for all (i, j) ∈ E ,
and if G is a tree.
Proof. See Appendix. 
Wemodel MaxMinLR as an MIP by creating a directed auxiliary graphG(V,A), in which two directed arcs (i, j) and (j, i)
appear inA associated with each edge (i, j) ∈ E . Meanwhile, two directed arcs (i, j) and (j, i) appear in a potential arc set A
for each edge (i, j) ∈ E that may be used to reconnect the graph. Recall that V is the set of all active nodes.We formulate the
problem of determining the minimum connection cost onG(V,A) as a multi-commodity network design problem, which
routes (|V|− 1) paths from some active node q to all other active nodes (one path each from node q to node i,∀i ∈ V \ {q}).
Without loss of generality, we specify source node q as the smallest-indexed active node. Define binary variables wi, such
that wi = 1 if node i is the smallest-indexed node in V , and wi = 0 otherwise. In the master problem, we establish the
definition ofw by using the following inequalities:
wi ≤ xi ∀i ∈ V (8a)
wi ≤ 1− xk ∀i, k ∈ V : k < i (8b)
i∈V
wi = 1, (8c)
where constraints (8a) ensurewi = 0 if node i has been deleted, and constraints (8b) enforcewi = 0 if any node k having a
smaller index than i (i.e., k < i) has not been deleted. Constraint (8c) forces one eligible wi to take a value of 1. The master
problem ofMaxMinLR is similar to (1) except that the objectivemaximizes η′′(w, x, y)−1/ni∈V(1−xi), where η′′(w, x, y)
is the minimum link construction cost given binary valuesw, x, and y, and the constraint set includes (8a)–(8c).
Define FS ′(i) = {j : (i, j) ∈ A∪ A} as the set of nodes potentially adjacent from node i, and RS ′(i) = {j : (j, i) ∈ A∪ A} as
the set of nodes potentially adjacent to i,∀i ∈ V . Let fijk be the flow on arc (i, j) ∈ A∪ A corresponding to paths from node
q to node k, ∀k ∈ V . Define binary variables zij ∈ {0, 1}, such that zij = 1 if we construct arc (i, j), and zij = 0 otherwise,
∀(i, j) ∈ A. The MaxMinLR subproblem is given by
η′′(w, x, y) = min

(i,j)∈A cijzij (9a)
subject to:

j∈FS′(i)
fijk −

j∈RS′(i)
fjik ≥ wi − (1− xk) ∀i, k ∈ V, i < k (9b)
fijk ≤ zij + yij ∀(i, j) ∈ A ∪ A, k ∈ V (9c)
zij ≤ yij ∀(i, j) ∈ A (9d)
zij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈ A (9e)
fijk ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A ∪ A, k ∈ V, (9f)
where constraints (9b) represent multi-commodity flow balance conditions at each node i ∈ V , which require the existence
of a path from node q to node k for all active k ∈ V . Note that these constraints are only stated for all i, k ∈ V, i < k, because
if wi = 1, then x1 = · · · = xi−1 = 0 due to (8b). Constraints (9c) force fijk = 0 if (i, j) ∈ A ∪ A is neither connected (i.e.,
yij = 0) nor constructed (i.e., zij = 0), where yij ≡ 0 if (i, j) ∉ A and zij ≡ 0 if (i, j) ∉ A. Constraints (9d) stipulate that no
arc incident to any deleted node is constructed. Constraints (9e) and (9f) state logical conditions on the variables.
Remark 3. Consider the MaxMinLR problem in which the network operator reconnects all nodes (including those that
are deleted) in G. We retain the same master problem as before, but delete constraints (8) and simply set w1 = 1, and
wi = 0, ∀i ∈ V \ {1}. This simplification is valid because we now must force the entire graph to be reconnected after
node deletions. Also, we retain the objective function and all constraints of (9), except that we remove constraints (9d), and
replace (9b) with
j∈FS′(i)
fijk −

j∈RS′(i)
fjik = wi ∀i, k ∈ V, i ≠ k. (10)
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Proposition 3. Let P ′ be the feasible region of the LP relaxation of (9) in which integrality constraints (9e) are eliminated. Given
binary values of w and y, a subproblem solution (f , z) with fractional f or z is not an extreme point of P ′.
The proof of Proposition 3 is similar to the proof of Proposition 1 and is hence omitted. Therefore, to formulateMaxMinLR
as a single MIP, we replace η′′(w, x, y) in the master problem by the dual of the LP relaxation of (9), and rewrite all bilinear
terms as a series of linear inequalities similar to (4a) and (4b).
Let τik,−θijk, and −µij be dual variables associated with (9b)–(9d), respectively. In particular, define τik ≡ 0 for all
i, k ∈ V, i ≥ k. We present the integrated MaxMinLR MIP model as follows.
max

i∈V

k∈V,k>i

α′ik + β ′ik − τik
− 
(i,j)∈A∪A

k∈V
γ ′ijk −

(i,j)∈A δ
′
ij −
1
n

i∈V
(1− xi) (11a)
s.t. (1b)–(1e), (8a)–(8c)
τjk − τik − θijk ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A ∪ A, k ∈ V (11b)
k∈V
θijk − µij ≤ cij ∀(i, j) ∈ A (11c)
α′ik ≤ wi, α′ik ≤ τik ∀i, k ∈ V, i < k (11d)
β ′ik ≤ xk, β ′ik ≤ τik ∀i, k ∈ V, i < k (11e)
γ ′ijk ≥ yij + θijk − 1, γ ′ijk ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A ∪ A, k ∈ V (11f)
δ′ij ≥ yij + µij − 1, δ′ij ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A (11g)
τik ≥ 0 ∀i, k ∈ V, i < k; θijk ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A ∪ A, k ∈ V;
µij ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A. (11h)
Constraints (11b) and (11c) are dual constraints associated with primal variables fijk, ∀(i, j) ∈ A ∪ A, k ∈ V and
zij, ∀(i, j) ∈ A, respectively. We define α′ik ≡ wiτik, β ′ik ≡ xkτik, γ ′ijk ≡ yijθijk, and δ′ij ≡ yijµij in the objective, and enforce
these relationships via constraints (11d)–(11g), respectively, as before.
3. Bounds and inequalities for MaxNum and MinMaxC
We now discuss strategies for bounding the optimal objective function values for MaxNum and MinMaxC, and using the
obtained bounds to tighten the MIP formulations for these problems. Recall that Shen and Smith [24] prescribe polynomial-
time optimal DP algorithms for MaxNum and MinMaxC on k-hole-graphs (where k is a constant). We do not carry out this
analysis for MaxMinLR, as Theorem 2 indicates that it is not solvable (in general) in polynomial time, even when G is a tree,
unless P = NP .
We begin by describing mechanisms for bounding the connectivity objectives, i.e., the number of components in
MaxNum, and the largest component size in MinMaxC. Denote xG and x′G as optimal solutions to MaxNum and MinMaxC
on G, respectively. Also, let ηG(x) equal the number of components, and η′G(x) equal the largest component size, after we
delete a subset of nodes (and their incident edges) associated with solution x on graph G. We first establish the following
proposition.
Lemma 1. For any subgraph GS(V, ES) of G, we have
ηG(xGS ) ≤ ηG(xG) ≤ ηGS (xGS ) (12a)
η′G(x
′
GS ) ≥ η′G(x′G) ≥ η′GS (x′GS ). (12b)
Proof. The first inequality in (12a) holds because xGS is feasible to themaster problem (1) on G, yielding a valid lower bound
ηG(xGS ) on ηG(xG). The second inequality in (12a) holds because ES ⊆ E , and any optimal MaxNum solution on GS generates
at least as many components as it does on G. The same arguments hold for (12b), because any feasible solution to MinMaxC
provides an upper bound on η′G(x
′
G), and an optimal solution on any subgraph yields a lower bound on η
′
G(x
′
G). This completes
the proof. 
In our implementation, we specify a priori some value kmax that denotes the maximum number of holes that we allow in
any induced subgraph of G, and generate a series ofm subgraphs of G, denoted as H1, . . . ,Hm, in which H l is a kl-hole-graph
(kl ≤ kmax), ∀l = 1, . . . ,m. According to Lemma 1, the following bounds are valid:
max
l=1,...,m

ηG

xH l
 ≤ ηG(xG) ≤ min
l=1,...,m

ηH l

xH l

(13a)
min
l=1,...,m

η′G

x′H l
 ≥ η′G(x′G) ≥ maxl=1,...,m η′H l x′H l . (13b)
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Given the bounds established in (13a) and (13b), we now turn our attention to employing these bounds within a graph
partitioning strategy that generates valid inequalities for MaxNum and MinMaxC. Given G(V, E), we partition V into m
nonempty subsets V1, . . . , Vm, such that Vi∩Vj = ∅ for all i, j = 1, . . . ,m, i ≠ j andmi=1 Vi = V . Each partition Vi yields a
subgraph Gi(Vi, Ei), in which Ei = {(u, v) ∈ E | u, v ∈ Vi} is induced by nodes in Vi. (Note that if G is connected andm ≥ 2,
then
m
i=1 Ei ⊂ E .) Let ki be the number of holes in each subgraph Gi, ∀i = 1, . . . ,m.
We then execute the DP algorithm of Shen and Smith [24] on each ki-hole subgraph Gi given a node deletion budget of
B. As is typical in DP schemes, we obtain the optimal connectivity objective values corresponding to every node deletion
budget value Bi = 0, . . . , B. These values allow us to construct functions that reflect relationships between the connectivity
objective values and budgets in MaxNum and MinMaxC over Gi, which yield valid inequalities for their respective MIPs.
(Hartman et al. [29], Büyüktahtakin [30] have applied similar techniques for solving the capacitated lot-sizing problem.)
We first present the development of our valid inequalities in the context of the MaxNum problem. Let ηi(Bi) be the
maximum number of components that we can obtain in Gi given deletion budget Bi = 0, . . . , B. Let variable η represent the
optimal connectivity objective value for solvingMaxNumon G, and let ηi be a variable representing the optimal connectivity
objective value for solvingMaxNumonGi, ∀i = 1, . . . ,m. We construct a piecewise-linear concave envelope function gi(Bi)
of ηi(Bi), such that ηi(Bi) ≤ gi(Bi) for each Bi = 0, . . . , B. We use the tightest such function possible, in which every linear
segment of gi(Bi) touches at least two points on the function ηi(Bi), assuming that B ≥ 1. We append the following system
of valid inequalities into the MaxNum formulation, where Bi is now released as a variable representing the number of node
deletions that take place over Vi.
η −
m
i=1
ηi ≤ 0 (14a)
ηi − gi(Bi) ≤ 0 ∀i = 1, . . . ,m (14b)
Bi =

j∈Vi
(1− xj) ∀i = 1, . . . ,m, (14c)
where (14a) is due to the fact that the partition procedure automatically eliminates all edges between each pair of Gi, ∀i =
1, . . . ,m, and thus it creates at least as many components as solving the original problem on G. Constraints (14b) are
nonlinear constraints that can be substituted by a set of linear functions, each of which corresponds to a segment of gi(Bi),
for all i = 1, . . . ,m. Constraints (14c) define Bi as the number of node deletions taking place in set Vi. We demonstrate this
procedure in Example 1.
Example 1. Given a 20-node graph G and a node deletion budget B = 10, we consider solving the MaxNum variation in
which we count each deleted node as a singleton component. We first partition G into two subgraphs G1 and G2 with 10
nodes in each partition, and execute the MaxNum DP algorithms on both G1 and G2 for B = 10. We obtain a series of
optimal objective values η1(B1) and η2(B2) for each possible budget value B1 and B2 = 0, . . . , 10, indicated by the solid
lines in Fig. 5. The horizontal axes represent possible Bi-values, for i = 1, 2. We also illustrate the piecewise-linear concave
envelope functions g1(B1) and g2(B2) by dashed lines, whose values provide upper bounds for their corresponding ηi(Bi)
functions for i = 1, 2 (as indicated by the tables in the figures). For i = 1, we replace (14b) with the following linear valid
inequalities, each of which is associated with one segment of g1(B1):
η1 ≤ 2B1 + 1, η1 ≤ B1 + 4, η1 ≤ 10. (15a)
For i = 2, we substitute (14b) by using
η2 ≤ (4/3)B2 + 1, η2 ≤ B2 + 3, η2 ≤ 10. (15b)
The procedure is similar for solving MinMaxC, except that we define η′i(Bi) as the minimum largest component size we
can obtain over Gi in terms of budget value Bi = 0, . . . , B, and we approximate it by using its tightest possible convex
envelope function g ′i (Bi). We replace constraints (14a) and (14b) with
η′ − g ′i (Bi) ≥ 0 ∀i = 1, . . . ,m, (16)
where η′ is defined analogously to η in MaxNum. Constraints (16) are linearized as before, except that the inequalities
linearizing (16) define its convex envelope, as illustrated in the following example.
Example 2. Considering the same graph instance and budget value given in Example 1, we first solve MinMaxC by using DP
algorithms on G1 and G2 for B = 10. The solid lines in Fig. 6 illustrate the values of η′i(Bi) for Bi = 0, . . . , 10, i = 1, 2, while
the dashed lines provide their corresponding convex envelope functions g ′i (Bi), each of which yields lower bound values for
η′i(Bi). We use the following five- and three-segment functions to respectively describe g
′
i (Bi), for i = 1, 2:
η′ ≥ −3B1 + 10, η′ ≥ −2B1 + 9, η′ ≥ −B1 + 6, η′ ≥ −0.5B1 + 4, η′ ≥ 1 (17a)
η′ ≥ −1.5B2 + 10, η′ ≥ −B2 + 8, η′ ≥ 1. (17b)
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Fig. 5. Illustrating concave envelope functions g1(B1) and g2(B2).
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Remark 4. Note that we can provide tighter inequalities by formulating exact representations for ηi(Bi) and η′i(Bi). Define
binary variables bli, such that b
l
i = 1 if Bi = l, and bli = 0 otherwise, for all i = 1, . . . ,m and l = 0, . . . , B. In the MaxNum
case, for instance, we keep (14a), but could replace (14b) and (14c) with
ηi =
B
l=0
ηi(l)bli ∀i = 1, . . . ,m (18a)
B
l=0
lbli =

j∈Vi
(1− xj) ∀i = 1, . . . ,m (18b)
B
l=0
bli = 1 ∀i = 1, . . . ,m (18c)
bli ∈ {0, 1} ∀i = 1, . . . ,m, l = 0, . . . , B, (18d)
where constraints (18a) enforce ηi(l) to be the maximum number of components obtained over Gi if Bi = l, for all
i = 1, . . . ,m. Constraints (18b) define Bi = l as the number of node deletions over Vi if bli = 1, for all i = 1, . . . ,m,
and for each i = 1, . . . ,m, we can pick only one such l-value from {0, . . . , B} according to (18c).
However, computational experience indicates that the use of (18) impedes the performance of the integer programming
solver we use, especially when B is relatively large, since the number of binary variables increases linearly as we increase
B. 
As an alternative, we can relax 0 ≤ bli ≤ 1,∀i = 1, . . . ,m, l = 0, . . . , B, and then claim that the LP relaxation of
constraints (18) provides tighter valid inequalities than (14) and (16) for the original MaxNum and MinMaxC MIP models,
respectively. To see this, consider any feasible solution (η′, b′) to the LP relaxation of (18) for a MaxNum instance. Note
that (ηi, Bi) = (η′i,
B
l=0 lb
′l
i ) is a feasible solution to constraints (14b) and (14c) because η
′
i is a convex combination of
ηi(l), l = 0, . . . ,m, and the concave envelope function gi(Bi) serves as an upper bound of ηi(l). A similar argument holds for
theMinMaxC case. In the next section, we will examine the computational efficacy of adding either (14) or the LP relaxation
of (18).
4. Computational results
In this section, we investigate the computational efficacy of solving our MIP models with and without the valid
inequalities presented in Section 3 (where appropriate), and examine the quality of the bounds obtained for thesemodels. In
our experiments, we first directly solve theMIPmodels of MaxNum,MinMaxC, andMaxMinLR. For MaxNum andMinMaxC,
we then generate connectivity objective bounds by solving DPs on a set of randomly constructed k-hole subgraphs and
employing (13a) or (13b), which we augment by using a greedy-based heuristic. We then test the effectiveness of including
the valid inequality systems derived from the graph partition strategy within the MIP models for MaxNum and MinMaxC.
All MIP models and algorithms were implemented using the C++programming language and CPLEX 11.0 [31] via ILOG
Concert Technology 2.5, and all computations were performed on a Dell PowerEdge 2600 UNIX machine with two Pentium
4 3.2 GHz (1 M Cache) processors, 6.0 GB memory, and Red Hat Version 5.0 installed. We present CPU times in seconds,
allow a one-hour (3600 s) time limit, and report LIMIT on all instances that could not be solved within the time limit.
4.1. Experimental setup
We randomly generate twenty test instances for MaxNum, MinMaxC, and MaxMinLR, comprising five 10-, 20-, 30-, and
40-node instances. We refer to the ith n-node instance as ‘‘n-i’’. To generate these graphs, we start with a set of 10-node
base graphs, and connect nodes i ∈ V and j ∈ V (i ≠ j) with probability 0.6. After edges are generated in this fashion, we
check to ensure that the graph is connected. If not, then we randomly add an edge that connects two components until the
generated graph becomes connected.
Next, we randomly pick any two, three, and four such 10-node base graphs to construct 20-, 30-, and 40-node instances,
respectively. (By generating graphs in this manner, we can seed the partitioning strategy in Section 3 with these densely
connected base components that comprise each graph.) We retain all nodes and edges in the base graphs, and randomly
generate edges between each pair of nodes that belong to different base graphs. For each such pair (i, j), we construct edge
(i, j) with probability 0.1. The base graphs then serve as ‘‘clusters’’ (e.g., as would be found in small-world graphs) in an
otherwise sparse graph, and allow us to isolate the effectiveness of our proposed envelope inequalities. If the resulting
graph is not connected, then we again randomly connect its components as described above until a connected graph is
obtained. For the MaxMinLR instances, we setE = E , and randomly choose each edge construction cost cij from the integer
set {1, . . . , 10} for all (i, j) ∈ E .
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Fig. 6. Illustrating convex envelope functions g ′1(B1) and g
′
2(B2).
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Table 1
CPU times for solving MIPs on 20-node instances.
Instance MaxNum MinMaxC MaxMinLR
Time Del. NumC Time Del. MaxC Time Del. MinLRC
B = 1
20-1 5.71 1 1 1.98 1 19 7.40 0 0.00
20-2 6.23 1 1 4.28 1 19 14.17 0 0.00
20-3 10.14 1 1 3.15 1 19 9.54 0 0.00
20-4 11.29 1 1 4.79 1 19 22.63 0 0.00
20-5 14.03 1 1 6.24 1 19 10.72 0 0.00
B = 2
20-1 13.97 2 1 6.16 2 18 23.67 0 0.00
20-2 13.01 2 1 10.00 2 18 24.36 0 0.00
20-3 31.13 2 1 6.48 2 18 26.17 0 0.00
20-4 32.86 2 1 9.45 2 18 72.21 0 0.00
20-5 19.43 2 1 9.39 2 18 80.52 0 0.00
B = 5
20-1 42.19 5 3 10.33 5 8 124.31 5 4.92
20-2 26.32 5 3 17.13 5 11 72.63 5 5.23
20-3 36.90 5 3 17.75 5 10 119.06 5 5.06
20-4 94.64 5 2 40.82 5 14 259.46 5 3.27
20-5 117.25 5 2 41.57 5 12 260.28 5 3.74
B = 9
20-1 2.54 7 9 2.49 8 3 80.84 8 13.08
20-2 25.19 9 5 9.02 8 4 249.74 9 7.49
20-3 8.42 9 6 2.98 9 3 51.32 9 9.21
20-4 35.72 9 4 46.67 8 6 961.59 9 6.33
20-5 16.12 9 5 11.05 9 4 461.27 9 7.58
B = 12
20-1 0.81 10 10 0.92 10 1 28.80 10 15.62
20-2 1.76 12 8 0.78 12 1 13.42 12 11.43
20-3 1.14 11 9 0.86 11 1 20.87 11 13.34
20-4 2.77 12 6 19.94 12 2 101.00 10 8.80
20-5 1.15 12 8 1.39 12 1 197.95 12 12.01
4.2. Experimental results
We first examine the impact of using various budget valuesB in solvingMaxNum,MinMaxC, andMaxMinLR. (We consider
problem versions that ignore deleted nodes when computing the connectivity objective values.) Tables 1 and 2 report
optimal solutions and CPU times for solving the MIP models derived for these problems in Section 2 on the 20-node and
30-node instances, respectively. The column labeled Del. represents the number of nodes deleted, the column labeled Time
represents the CPU seconds required to obtain an optimal solution, and the columns labeled NumC, MaxC, and MinLRC
represent the optimal connectivity objective values in the three problems.
Note that, in general, solution times for MaxNum, MinMaxC, and MaxMinLR first increase as we increase B, and then
decrease when we continue to increase B above a threshold of approximately 0.25|V|. (None of the 40-node instances
could be optimized within the time limit, for any of the three problems.) When B = 12, an optimal solution to any of
the three problems removes all edges in the 20-node instances except in instance 20-4; for each 30-node instance, all
edges are destroyed when B = 18. Also, when B = 1, 2 in the 20-node instances and B = 2 in the 30-node instances,
the optimal reconnection costs are all zero for solving MaxMinLR due to the fact that no solution could create more than
one component without considering the deleted nodes as singleton components. (It is worth noting that the optimization
techniques presented here are unnecessary for very small B-values. Enumerating all possible combinations of node deletions
is clearly more efficient than our approaches when B = 1 or 2.)
Next, we examine the quality of the objective bounds obtained for MaxNum and MinMaxC, as given by (13a) and (13b).
Recall that kmax is the maximum number of holes that we will permit in any generated subgraph of G(V, E). Our procedure
for generating subgraphs of G that have no more than kmax holes associates a priority parameter νij, ∀(i, j) ∈ E , such that νij
equals the degree of node i (i.e., the number edges in E incident to node i) plus the degree of node j. Let νmax and νmin be the
maximum and minimum νij-values among all (i, j) ∈ E . Define pij = (νij − νmin)/(νmax − νmin) as a conditional probability
that edge (i, j) ∈ E appears in a constructed subgraph. (In particular, if νij = νmin, we adjust pij as 0.01 instead of being
zero. Also, if νmin = νmax, then pij = 0.5, ∀(i, j) ∈ E .) We order all edges arbitrarily, and examine them one by one to see if
they will be added to the subgraph: if the addition of the edge creates more than kmax holes in the subgraph, then the edge
will not be added to the subgraph, and otherwise, the edge is added with probability pij. After each edge has been tested
for inclusion into the subgraph, we repeat the process with another round of potential edge additions until the addition of
some edge will create more than kmax holes. We ensure that the subgraph is connected by randomly adding edges in E to
the subgraph that connect its components.
We examine values of kmax = 0, 0.1|V|, and 0.2|V| in our test instances, and set m = 5 as the number of k-hole
subgraphs in both (13a) and (13b). We also derive feasible solutions for both MaxNum and MinMaxC by implementing the
greedy heuristic algorithm described in Section 1. Table 3 displays bound and objective data for MaxNum and MinMaxC on
instances 10-1, 20-1, 30-1, 40-1, in which the column labeled Prob. indicates problem type. To obtain bounds for MaxNum,
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Table 2
CPU times for solving MIPs on 30-node instances.
Instance MaxNum MinMaxC MaxMinLR
Time Del. NumC Time Del. MaxC Time Del. MinLRC
B = 2
30-1 233.12 2 1 171.82 2 28 216.39 0 0.00
30-2 173.28 2 1 170.01 2 28 446.63 0 0.00
30-3 184.56 2 1 231.13 2 28 698.19 0 0.00
30-4 135.01 2 1 205.42 2 28 313.06 0 0.00
30-5 167.24 2 1 185.09 2 28 482.48 0 0.00
B = 5
30-1 743.65 5 4 382.67 5 18 LIMIT – –
30-2 501.33 5 4 586.27 5 21 LIMIT – –
30-3 734.59 5 4 135.98 5 15 LIMIT – –
30-4 496.32 5 4 565.79 5 21 LIMIT – –
30-5 613.76 5 5 408.46 5 17 LIMIT – –
B = 10
30-1 113.45 10 9 108.67 10 5 LIMIT – –
30-2 128.61 10 9 53.61 10 4 LIMIT – –
30-3 984.36 10 7 141.25 10 6 LIMIT – –
30-4 105.92 10 8 69.34 10 5 3450.29 10 14.18
30-5 165.87 10 7 102.93 10 5 LIMIT – –
B = 15
30-1 3.23 15 12 14.17 13 2 630.98 15 19.26
30-2 2.46 15 13 24.11 13 2 2908.23 15 17.03
30-3 6.79 15 12 16.9 13 2 221.87 15 16.25
30-4 5.93 15 13 13.48 14 2 432.18 15 17.68
30-5 6.02 15 13 21.11 13 2 490.47 15 16.92
B = 18
30-1 1.02 18 12 1.00 18 1 212.46 17 18.44
30-2 1.10 17 13 0.75 17 1 132.91 18 20.24
30-3 2.64 17 13 1.65 17 1 69.38 18 19.57
30-4 1.75 18 12 0.92 18 1 73.65 17 18.60
30-5 1.91 17 13 1.10 17 1 121.09 17 21.32
–: Instances that cannot be solved to optimality within the time limit.
we execute the DP algorithmon a k-hole subgraph ofG, record the optimal objective function value to the subgraph (yielding
a valid upper bound on the objective), and then examine the actual number of components created when this solution is
applied to the original graph G (yielding a valid lower bound on the objective). Let columns SF-kmax represent the largest
lower bound from among the feasible solutions obtained, and columns SO-kmax represent the smallest upper bound from the
best subgraph optimal objective values. Note that because MinMaxC is a minimization problem, SF-kmax becomes an upper
bound (the smallest obtained among them = 5 subgraphs) and SO-kmax becomes a lower bound (the largest one obtained).
We also report the greedy-heuristic-based objective values in the column labeled Greedy. The column labeled Opt. gives
the optimal objective values for each instance.
Note that the maximum (minimum) value among columns SF-0, SF-0.1|V|, SF-0.2|V|, and Greedy is a lower (upper)
bound for MaxNum (MinMaxC) instances, and the minimum (maximum) value among columns SO-0, SO-0.1|V|, and
SO-0.2|V| is an upper (lower) bound for MaxNum (MinMaxC) instances. In general, the CPU times of solving the DPs on
k-hole subgraphs range from 0.01 s to 0.1 s among all instances. For larger values of kmax, the DP algorithm begins to take a
prohibitively long time to solve. For example, when kmax = |V| the DP algorithms cannot solve any 30- or 40-node subgraph
instances within 100 s.
Moreover, as expected, we find that the bounds are relatively tighter on smaller instances, because our generated
subgraphs contain more of the original graph’s edges. The bounds are also the tightest when the node deletion budget
B = 0.2|V|, as opposed to when B = 0.1|V| or B = 0.4|V|. A possible reason for this behavior is that when B is too small, it
is possible to create multiple components by deleting a few nodes in the generated subgraph, but not in the original graph.
On the other hand, when B is large, we can isolate virtually all nodes in a subgraph, but not in the original graph. Lastly, note
that bounds yielded by Greedy and SF-0.2|V| do not dominate each other, and can be effectively used in combination with
one another to provide objective bounds. However, the greedy algorithm is effective and sufficient for optimally solving
MaxNum and MinMaxC on graphs having relatively small sizes (e.g., 10- or 20-node graphs).
For our last experiment, we investigate the impact of solving theMIPmodels with the valid inequalities for MaxNum and
MinMaxC, adding either the LP relaxation of (18) or (14) and (16), respectively. Tables 4–6 compare CPU times for solving
the problems on 20-, 30-, and 40-node instances given B = 4, 6, and 8. A preprocessing step, which adds bounds on the
objective value using solutions given by the greedy algorithm, is performed for both the original MIPmodels and themodels
with valid inequalities added. The column labeled Orig. represents CPU times of solving the problems on original graphs by
usingMIPmodels. For each 20- (30-) node instance,wepartition the graph into two (three) 10-node base graphs, and for each
40-node instance, we partition the graph into either two 20-node subgraphs, or four 10-node subgraphs. We use optimal
DP solutions obtained by solving the problems on the original subgraphs to generate valid inequality systems (14), (16), and
the LP relaxation of (18); this process required 0.1–0.2 CPU seconds for all 10-node partitions, and 100–120 CPU seconds for
all 20-node partitions. In the corresponding benchmark columns of each specific instance, we present results given by valid
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Table 3
Connectivity bounds for MaxNum and MinMaxC.
Instance Prob. SF-0 SF-0.1|V| SF-0.2|V| Greedy SO-0 SO-0.1|V| SO-0.2|V| Opt.
B = 0.1|V|
10-1 MaxNum 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1MinMaxC 9 9 9 9 5 6 6 9
20-1 MaxNum 1 1 1 1 4 3 3 1MinMaxC 18 18 18 18 5 7 7 18
30-1 MaxNum 1 1 1 1 4 4 3 1MinMaxC 27 27 27 27 8 10 10 27
40-1 MaxNum 1 1 1 1 8 8 8 1MinMaxC 36 36 36 36 6 6 6 36
B = 0.2|V|
10-1 MaxNum 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 2MinMaxC 8 6 6 5 3 3 4 5
20-1 MaxNum 3 3 4 3 6 6 5 5MinMaxC 16 16 12 14 4 4 8 12
30-1 MaxNum 3 3 4 4 7 7 7 6MinMaxC 18 16 14 16 4 6 6 14
40-1 MaxNum 5 6 7 7 12 12 10 –MinMaxC 24 22 20 16 4 4 8 –
B = 0.4|V|
10-1 MaxNum 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5MinMaxC 4 3 2 2 2 2 2 2
20-1 MaxNum 5 6 7 8 8 8 8 8MinMaxC 7 6 4 3 2 2 2 3
30-1 MaxNum 8 8 9 8 13 13 12 10MinMaxC 9 7 5 6 2 2 2 4
40-1 MaxNum 6 6 7 8 13 13 13 –MinMaxC 13 11 8 10 2 2 2 –
–: Instances that cannot be solved to optimality within the time limit.
Table 4
CPU times for 20-node instances using 2-partition inequalities.
Instance Prob. B = 4 B = 6 B = 8
Orig. 2-Partition Orig. 2-Partition Orig. 2-Partition
20-1 MaxNum 2.25 [3.49] 1.90 [2.21]∗ – –MinMaxC 12.34 4.75∗ 3.98 2.02 0.96 [1.17]∗
20-2 MaxNum 28.21 21.62
∗ 32.49 27.56∗ 40.73 29.66∗
MinMaxC 5.46 3.88 9.28 6.57∗ 11.95 8.89∗
20-3 MaxNum 37.46 25.84 19.04 [24.35]∗ 12.37 [15.68]∗MinMaxC 13.87 12.07 11.19 7.83∗ 9.40 [10.42]∗
20-4 MaxNum 21.77 [23.74] 15.68 [22.51]∗ 16.19 12.69∗MinMaxC 21.82 16.03∗ 15.79 11.62∗ 11.41 5.52∗
20-5 MaxNum 56.18 32.94
∗ 28.88 21.05 15.45 [17.99]
MinMaxC 27.63 20.55∗ 15.42 12.28∗ 11.36 9.72
inequalities that yield either a shorter CPU time or a smaller gap (indicated by ∗ if the valid inequalities are given by the LP
relaxation of (18)). We use ‘‘[·]’’ to mark any solution that is worse than the original MIP solution (in terms of CPU time or
optimality gap). (Note that instance 20-1 can be solved to optimality using the greedy algorithm when B = 8, as indicated
in Table 3, and thus no comparison of CPU times is present in Table 4.)
The partition-based valid inequalities decrease solution times in most instances for B = 4, but in a much smaller portion
of instances for either B = 6 or B = 8. This decrease in effectiveness is due to the fact that the relaxations (14) and (16)
become weaker as B increases, because the envelope function gi(B) (or g ′i (B)) more loosely approximates the true value
function ηi(B) (or η′i(B)) as B increases. These results show that the LP relaxation of (18) normally provides better results
than (14) or (16). Table 6 reports optimality gaps for solving 40-node instances. (The LP-relaxation- and envelope-function-
based valid inequalities provide the same optimality gaps in most 40-node instances tested, and thus we omit ∗ in Table 6.)
In addition to the same observations from Tables 4 and 5, note that the impact of our valid inequalities is relatively weaker
if generated from four rather than two partitions. This result is intuitive because the 2-partition inequalities are based on
subgraphs that jointly contain more of the original graph edges than the 4-partition subgraphs contain.
5. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we formulate MIP models for solving network disconnection problems on general graphs. We consider
three network connectivity metrics: maximizing the remaining number of components, minimizing the largest component
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Table 5
CPU times for 30-node instances using 3-partition inequalities.
Instance Prob. B = 4 B = 6 B = 8
Orig. 3-Partition Orig. 3-Partition Orig. 3-Partition
30-1 MaxNum 337.27 234.11
∗ 242.27 183.14 198.42 135.82∗
MinMaxC 326.33 219.02∗ 176.38 116.88 66.34 [74.72]∗
30-2 MaxNum 347.86 312.64 242.15 [257.68]∗ 119.85 [128.55]∗MinMaxC 221.32 [232.49] 139.56 95.61∗ 78.54 57.99∗
30-3 MaxNum 405.21 369.52 391.71 [406.63]∗ 641.97 531.86∗MinMaxC 114.55 71.16∗ 99.25 [102.77] 61.84 [70.01]
30-4 MaxNum 427.61 356.09
∗ 164.29 123.81∗ 101.81 85.71
MinMaxC 235.43 [254.31] 109.48 67.67∗ 54.18 [56.26]∗
30-5 MaxNum 330.44 251.83
∗ 179.64 123.18∗ 89.58 72.66
MinMaxC 359.62 319.17∗ 134.42 [157.21]∗ 94.26 86.47
Table 6
Solution gaps for 40-node instances using 2- and 4-partition inequalities.
Instance Prob. B = 4 B = 6 B = 8
Orig. (%) 2-
Partition (%)
4-
Partition (%)
Orig. (%) 2-
Partition (%)
4-
Partition (%)
Orig. (%) 2-
Partition (%)
4-
Partition (%)
40-1 MaxNum 131.39 58.12 131.35 92.34 53.41 89.22 87.82 48.07 87.79MinMaxC 27.82 11.11 27.85 45.68 34.65 42.41 62.47 32.82 [62.49]
40-2 MaxNum 124.51 124.51 110.29 89.62 88.14 [92.41] 84.68 33.78 74.97MinMaxC 26.19 6.95 20.42 36.28 11.62 33.96 58.52 21.10 [58.68]
40-3 MaxNum 122.56 44.99 112.14 78.42 76.76 [82.94] 85.94 85.92 [88.85]MinMaxC 25.92 25.77 25.85 34.84 28.49 32.68 58.17 57.09 47.38
40-4 MaxNum 114.68 59.95 [128.20] 102.45 54.32 93.77 95.47 49.98 86.80MinMaxC 27.93 27.93 27.87 38.29 [40.07] [42.49] 61.52 47.38 47.50
40-5 MaxNum 125.26 44.99 120.01 82.45 33.94 56.98 84.15 53.76 [100.18]MinMaxC 26.25 26.21 26.20 34.78 [34.92] 32.00 59.17 44.65 51.80
size, and maximizing the minimum graph reconnection cost. For the first two cases, we further study bounds and valid
inequalities computed based on optimal DP solutions on some k-hole subgraphs/partitions of the original graph. We report
computational results of directly solving the MIP models for all three metrics, and demonstrate the computational efficacy
of using valid inequalities for solving MaxNum and MinMaxC.
A future research direction could examine methods that seek to improve the subgraph relaxations for MaxNum and
MinMaxC, and investigating whether or not any tight relaxations for MaxMinLC can be utilized within a similar scheme.
More computationally intensive methods can also be applied to improve the valid inequality generation scheme that we
propose for this problem. One idea may utilize several copies of (14) and (16) corresponding to different partitions of the
input graph. Anothermay dynamically update these partitionswithin the branch-and-bound tree by re-solvingDPs based on
x-variable values that have been fixed in the branch-and-bound process. The inequalities would hence become locally valid
rather than globally valid, and may improve the quality of the relaxation, leading to quicker termination and more effective
fathoming rules. Finally, while the emphasis of our research has been on exact methods, the bounding mechanisms here
naturally lend themselves to heuristic approaches. The difficulty of optimally solving these problems demonstrates that
heuristics will be quite necessary on large-scale instances of the problems that we have discussed here.
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Appendix. Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. Denote MaxMinLR as the decision version of MaxMinLR, which seeks to delete a subset of no more than B nodes,
such that the minimum link construction cost for reconnecting all remaining nodes in G is at least a given target C. We first
show that MaxMinLR belongs toNP : given a graph G′ after nodes have been deleted, we can execute Prim’s algorithm (see,
e.g., [26]) starting with graph G′ and adding edges from among those in E , to identify a minimum-cost set of edges that
reconnects the graph. Since Prim’s algorithm executes in polynomial time, MaxMinLR ∈ NP .
Next, we show that MaxMinLR is NP -complete using transformation from IS on a graph GI(V I , E I), in which we seek
an independent set S ⊆ V I having k nodes (assuming that k ≥ 2). We transform an IS instance into a MaxMinLR instance
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having a graph G(V0,A0), where V0 contains a dummy node 0 and nodes corresponding to every node in V I . Define set
A0 = {(0, j) : j ∈ V I},E = {(i, j) : i, j ∈ V I}, and the interdiction budget B = |V I | + 1 − k. For every edge (i, j) ∈ E I , the
link construction cost cij = 0, and we let cij = 1 for any other node pair (i, j) ∈ E \ E I . The cost target C is given as k− 1.
Suppose that the IS instance has a solution S with |S| = k. A solution to the MaxMinLR instance can be constructed by
deleting node 0 and all nodes in V I \S, which leaves all nodes inV0 as singletons. We construct a subset of node pairs inE to
reconnect the remaining nodes, which are just nodes in S. Because S is an independent set, cij = 1 ∀i, j ∈ S, and the network
operator thus incurs a cost of k− 1 for building k− 1 edges to reconnect all nodes in S. Hence, there is also a solution to the
MaxMinLR instance.
Now suppose that there are no solutions to the IS instance. First observe that if node 0 is not deleted in the MaxMinLR
instance, then any set of attacks on nodes corresponding to V I yields a graph that remains connected, with a corresponding
construction cost of zero. Hence, assume that node 0 has been deleted in any solution to the MaxMinLR problem. Now, for
every subset Q of V I with |Q | = k, there exists at least one edge (i, j) ∈ E I such that both nodes i and j belong to Q . The
network operator can build edge (i, j) at zero cost, and can connect the remaining nodes in Q at a cost of at most k− 2 < C.
The transformed MaxMinLR instance is thus a no-instance as well.
Because IS is NP -complete in the strong sense, data used in our transformation is polynomially bounded (with binary
c-values), and G(V0,A0) is constructed as a tree, we have shown that MaxMinLR on tree graphs with binary construction
costs is stronglyNP -hard. 
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